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Executive Summary
Using the well-demonstrated PRad method,  we will measure the e-D scattering  
cross-section with high precision at very small angles covering the Q2 range of 
2x10-4  to 5 x10-2 GeV2 (the lowest Q2 reached in e-D experiments).  

This will allow us to extract the charge form factor with a precision of 0.1-0.4%  
and the deuteron charge radius with a precision of 0.2% 

We will use the PRad-II setup along with a new recoil detector.

(re-analysis)
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Gcd, GQd, GMd

In the limit of first Born approximation, elastic eD- scattering is  
written in terms of the A(Q2) and B(Q2) structure functions.

                     

  is for elastic scattering from  point-like spinless particle, &
A(Q2) and B(Q2) are related to deuteron charge (GCd),  
electric quadrupole (GQd) and magnetic dipole (GMd) form factors:

 
 At low Q2 contributions from GQd  and GMd  are small, and the deuteron rms charge radius is 

defined as: 
with                     ,

We will measure the charge form factor in eD elastic scattering 
using the PRad technique, covering the low Q2 region
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(re-analysis)
(Sick & Trautmann 1998)

There is a urgent need for high precision e-D scattering 
cross section and charge form factor data

4

- existing data from old methods 
- large uncertainty 
- all used magnetic spectrometer method 
- normalized eD to ep cross section 
- large bgd. from target windows 

Situation points to an urgent need for a new high precision eD experiment
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Most recent extraction of charge radius 
is a reanalysis of old data.
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DRad: a novel electron scattering experiment

▪ High resolution PbWO4 calorimeter (magnetic spectrometer free) 
▪ Windowless, high density gas flow target (reduced backgrounds)  
▪ Simultaneous detection of elastic and M∅ller electrons (control of systematics) 
▪ Vacuum chamber with one thin window, & two GEM chambers (better resolution) 
▪ Q2 range of  2x10-4 – 5x10-2  GeV2 (lower than all previous electron scattering expts.) 
▪ Add a cylindrical recoil detector for ensuring elasticity of reaction. 
▪ Precise extraction of the charge form factor and charge radius rD

with 1.1 GeV and 2.2 GeV electron beam Will use the PRad-II setup

Recoil detector

Deuterium
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The DRad experiment will use a magnetic spectrometer 
free method to measure the cross section at low Q2

HyCal: Convert to FADC based readout 

Allows coverage of extreme forward angles (0.7o - 7.5o) in a single setting 
and complete azimuthal angular coverage. 
Q2 range of  2x10-4 – 5x10-2  GeV2 (lower than all previous e-D scattering experiments) 

PbWO4 resolution:      
σE/E = 2.6%/√E  ;  σxy = 2.5 mm/√E  

 PbWO4 calorimeter (118x118 cm2)                                                      
 57x57 matrix of 2.05 x 2.05 cm2 x18 cm PbWO4                                            
 5.5 m from the target,  
 0.5 sr acceptance

Position resolution improved to 72 𝝻m with two 
planes of GEM based coordinate detectors 
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The DRad experiment will use the PRad windowless 
target with a redesigned target cell.

A cryo-cooled windowless gas flow target. 

Target cell 

7.5 µm kapton foil 
with 2mm hole

density:  
~1x1018 atoms/cm2 cooled to 40K 

Empty target runs to be used for background 
subtraction

Gas In

Gas Out

Gas In

Gas Out
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▪ eD cross section measured relative to Møller: 

Two major sources of systematic errors, Ne and Ntgt, cancel. 

Systematic uncertainties will be controlled by 
simultaneously detecting e-D elastic and Møller  events

e-beam

Hydrogen

HyCal + GEM

Elastic

Moller

Moller

Deuterium

• Geom. acceptances and detection efficiencies will be extracted 
during ep → ep  calibration run with hydrogen gas in target cell. 

• Deuteron detection efficiencies will be obtained from the ratio of 
deuteron/proton detection efficiencies measured at TUNL using 
the 5-15 MeV p/D beams from the Tandem accelerator.   

Møller events will be detected in two-electron and/or single 
electron modes within the HyCal acceptance. 

Ee = 1.1 GeV

θ1 = 0.7-0.8o

θ2

But, need relative det. efficiency εdet 
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The elasticity of  e-D scattering will be ensured with a 
cylindrical  Si-strip-based recoil deuteron detector. 

20, pairs of  
silicon strip detectors

Readout electronics

Kapton 
window

4 mm  
aperture

gas inlet

5.5 cm

Copper heat sink

Copper heat sink
Rohacell carbon fiber

Hybrid circuit 
board

Bus

Thick sensor

pitch adaptor

Hybrid circuit 
board

Thin sensor
SSD (256 strips)

5.2 cm 4.2 cm

Beam

material budget 
< 1% r.l.

Target cell

Based on CLAS12 Barrel Si tracker (SVT)

• consists of 20 panels of twin, single-sided Si-strip detectors (size; 42x52 mm2);
• thickness: inner, ≈ 200 µm, outer ≈ 300 µm (to be optimized);
• 20 segment arrangement with R=13 cm radius (to be optimized);
• 256 strips on each segment, angular resolution: δφ ≤ 5 mrad, δθ ≤ 20 mrad 
• Passivation layer ~ 0.1 µm ( can be as low as 0.01 µm).  
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Thin passivation layer Si-strip detectors are routinely 
available.
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The elasticity of  e-D scattering will be ensured with a 
cylindrical  Si-strip based recoil deuteron detector. 

1

256

52 mm

42 m
m

 thin layer (inner)  thick layer (outer)  intersection of layers

256 strips with linearly varying angles of 0 - 3 deg to minimizes dead zones.  
The strips will have a constant pitch of  ~200 micron (~1/85 deg-1).  
The angular resolution of  δ𝜑 ≲ 5 mrad and  δθ ≲ 10-20 mrad.

The recoil detector will be calibrated using ep elastic running on hydrogen  
and with the 5-15 MeV p/D beam from the Tandem accelerator at TUNL (recently validated).
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As recommended by the PAC- recoil detector calibration 
scheme validated using 5-15 MeV p/D beam at TUNL 

Efficiency

New spokespersons (F.Q.L. Friesen & 
C. R. Howell) from TUNL/Duke will build 
the SSD recoil detector  

Plots and analysis courtesy of J. Zhou

efficiency can be determined 
with sub-percent precision

efficiency is stable
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The recoil detector can detect deuterons with kinetic energy > 40 keV

Passivation (dead) layer on the Si-strip  
detector assumed ~0.1 µm, as low as 0.01 µm  
is available from Micron semiconductors.

Deuteron will recoil at large polar 
angles θd = [830 - 890];
 

At both 1.1 and 2.2 GeV beam energy 
θe = 0.7o - 6.0o can be detected 
giving a Q2 coverage of   
2x10-4 – 5x10-2  GeV2 
with high resolution.

A comprehensive Geant4 simulation was used for studying 
the detection thresholds and backgrounds.
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Particle identification at 1.1 GeV will use co-planarity of 
the recoil deuteron as the primary method.

from deuteron disintegration

∆𝜑 vs TOF 
contamination only  at large angles  

< 0.2% 
worst case  
contamination

For large part of 1.1 GeV kinematics the 
deuterons do not disintegrate, 
but still the deuteron must be detected 
to ensure elastic scattering. 

PID relies primarily on the co-
planarity of e-D elastic scattering.

No deuterons pass  
through first layer

Protons that pass 
through first (inner) layer
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Particle identification at 2.2 GeV will use co-planarity and 
energy deposited in recoil detector  

PID primarily relies on the 
co-planarity of e-D elastic 
scattering.

from deuteron disintegration

∆𝜑 vs TOF 
contamination only  at large angles  

Protons & deuterons that pass 
through first (inner) layer
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Deuteron electro-disintegration and inelastic scattering 
are the two major sources of background.

Both major backgrounds included in the comprehensive simulation. 
Other minor background such as coherent pion production also studied.

Electro-disintegration rates are < 6% of the elastic rates. 
inelastic rates are < 1% of the elastic rates
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Elastic e-D and Møller events can be cleanly separated 
over the full angular range [0.70 - 6.00]

The simulated  
energy vs. scattering angle distribution 
of e-D elastic and  
Møller scattered electrons 

The internal and external radiation has 
been included for both e-D and Møller 
scattering. 

Comprehensive Geant4 simulation of the experiment was developed and used 
for studying the detection thresholds and backgrounds.
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 A wide range of functional forms were systematically 
tested for their robustness in extracting rD.
•  Various functional forms were tested with modern parameterizations of the deuteron form 

factors, using DRad kinematic range and uncertainties.

• Fixed Rational (1,3) was identified as a robust fitter with lowest uncertainties

The robustness = root mean square error (RMSE) 
δR = difference between the input and extracted radius   
σ = statistical variation of the fit to the mock data

Bias from fitter ~ 0.065%

J. Zhou et al., PRC 103, 024002 (2021) 
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 A total of 40 PAC days of beam time is requested for the 
high precision extraction of charge form factor and rD

Time (days)

Setup checkout, calibration 3.5

Recoil detector 
commissioning

2

Recoil detector calibration 
with hydrogen gas

3

Statistics at 1.1 GeV 8

Energy change 0.5

Statistics at 2.2 GeV 16

Empty target runs 7

Total 40

17

§ Target thickness: Ntgt = 2x1018 D atoms/cm2 

Beam intensity:   Ie ~30 nA (Ne = 1.875x1011 e-/s)

1) for   E0= 1.1 GeV,      Total rate for ed→ ed

Ned = Ne x Ntgt x ∆σ x εgeom x εdet

≈ 519 events/s ≈ 44.7 M  events/day
Rates are high, however, 
for 0.5% stat. error for the last Q2= 1.3x10-2 (GeV/c)2 bin
8 days are needed.

PAC45, July 10, 2017A. Gasparian

2) for   E0= 2.2 GeV,   Ie ~70 nA Total rate for ed → ed

Ned ≈ 43  events/s ≈ 3.7 M  events/day

to have  ~ 0.5 % stat. error for the last Q2 bins
we request 16 days for this energy run.

The choice of beam current is based on the 
expected maximum data rate allowed by the new 
GEM detector DAQ (25 kHz), the expected trigger 
rate for the calorimeter. The maximum power 
allowed on the Hall-B Faraday cup is no longer 
a limit. 
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 The estimated total uncertainties on the extracted form factor  is 
0.1-0.4%, about factor of 2 better than the best extraction to date

Estimated from 10,000 
mock data sets smeared 
by systematic and  
statistical uncertainties. 

systematic uncertainty 
= (Rsmear - Runsmear)/Runsmear 

Projected results
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 We have addressed the issues raised by PAC-48 during our 
previous submission of this proposal.

21

New radiative correction 
calculations have been 
carried out (see next slide).
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New radiative corrections calculations for e-D scattering have 
been completed

•The complete elastic e-d NLO cross section including the lowest order radiative corrections beyond the 
ultrarelativistic limit has been calculated 
•Based on the ansatz in the PRad RC calculation and used the Bardin-Shumeiko infrared divergence 
cancellation method (I. Akushevich et al. Eur. Phys. J. A 51.1(2015), p. 1. DOI: 10.1140/epja/i2015-15001-8) 
•A generator is developed and the total correction to the elastic e-d Born cross section in the DRad kinematics 
is calculated 
•The uncertainty of the NLO calculation is estimated, taking into account higher-order contributions, calculation 
assumptions, and differences between various recipes 
•The paper submitted to arXiv (2307.09680) and European Physical Journal A Slide courtesy of  

J. Zhou / V. Khachatryan 

uncertainty:  
1.1 GeV: 0.06% - 0.09% 
 2.2 GeV: 0.10% - 0.15%
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Response to selected TAC questions

The upgraded Hall-B beam dump will allow us to operate the target at 40-70K 
instead of 20K, while increasing the beam current to maintain the same luminosity. 
Si detectors have been shown to work at these higher temperatures.
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Summary
We propose a new high-precision measurement of the deuteron charge 

form factor from e-D scattering.

The proposed experiment is based on the magnetic-spectrometer-free 
calorimetric technique  successfully demonstrated by the PRad experiment.  

✓ to reach the lowest Q2 (~2x10-4 GeV2) in e-D scattering experiment. 

✓ cover a large Q2 range (2x10-4 - 5x10-2 GeV2 ) in a single stationary experimental setup. 

✓measure the deuteron charge form factor to a precision of 0.1-0.4% and radius to 0.2%

Requesting a total of 40 PAC days of beam time at 1.1 and 2.2 GeV beam 
energy. 

✓ It will use the same setup proposed for the PRad-II experiment + a recoil detector. 

✓Cylindrical Si-strip-based recoil detector. 

This will allow us:

This work was supported in part by NSF-MRI grant PHY-1229153 and  
US DOE grant DE-FG02-07ER41528 
                                                     

Acknowledgement: The PRad collaboration, specially students and post-docs.
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Response to selected TAC questions
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Response to selected ITAC questions
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Response to selected TAC questions
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New radiative corrections calculations for e-D scattering have 
been completed

Ratio(e-d) - Ratio(e-p)

Ratio(e-d)
Lowest order radiative corrections 
to e-D scattering beyond the 
ultra-relativistic limit is complete and  
submitted to EPJ (available on arXiv) 

J. Zhou, V. Khachatryan, H. Gao, A. Ilyichev, I. Akushevich, C. Peng, 
S. Srednyak and W. Xiong, “Lowest-order QED radiative corrections 
beyond the ultra-relativistic limit in unpolarized electron-deuteron 
elastic scattering for the proposed DRad experiment at Jefferson 
Laboratory", to be submitted to arXiv and European Physical Journal A 
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The projected trigger rates
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The projected cross sections and form factor
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Simulated ep elastic and eD quasi-elastic scattering
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Target gas profile along z
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uncertainty of the acceptance of the Recoil Detector

Relative uncertainty of cross section:

Δ" =
|!"
!#$%&'()*

"!"
!#+,&-

|
!"
!#
|./01234

= |#+,&-"#$%&'()*|
#$%&'()*

Gas profile from PRad

Relative uncertainty of the radius: Δ4 = |456789:; − 4<=7>|
456789:;

Gas profile: 5.5cm uniform+long tail(from PRad)

89
8Ω ∝ <?7@>A

89/8Ω|BCDEFGH
89/8Ω|IJDK

= <56789:;
<<=7>

Since the Recoil Detector is inside the target cell, the acceptance of it is very sensitive to the scattering vertex. The gas
distribution will influence the scattering vertex. By varying the gas profile, we will study how the gas influence the cross 
section and the radius. 
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Optimization for the Recoil Detector acceptance

9Dec 06, 2019

!!
!"

13.5&'

5.2&'

5.5&'

Kapton foil 

• Gas will leak through the 4mm diam aperture the windowless target
• The distribution of the gas in the cell will be influenced
• Uncertainty on the acceptance of the recoil detector is introduced

Design in the old proposal

Geometric acceptance of the Recoil Detector:
!)** = −3.72() *+ 2.47() 1,1/01
!)** = −4.14() *+2.42()(2.2/01)

If the position of the aperture is in the 
geometric coverage of the recoil detector, the 
gas tail distribution will greatly influence the 
acceptance and introduce an uncertainty. 
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10Dec 06, 2019

Gas profile: 5.5cm uniform+long tail(from PRad) Relative uncertainty of the radius
Δ3
3 = |3!"#$%&' − 3()#*|

3!"#$%&'

When the target cell is 5.5 cm(old desgin):
+,
, = 0.19%

When the target cell is extended to 8cm:
+,
, = 0.02%

• Once the tail of the gas is out of the geometric coverage of the Recoil Detector, 
the influence from tail of the gas is small. 

Optimization for the Recoil Detector acceptance
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Expected timing resolution with HyCal using JLab FADCs

Results from tests of Hall-D FCAL (lead-glass calorimeter) using  
JLab 250 MHz FADCs

Conclusion: timing resolution of 0.4 ns or better achievable for a single module with  
signal larger than 100 mV.

NIMA 726, 60 (2013)



Item !"/!$ (%) %! (%)

Event Selection 0.005~0.06 0.003~0.03
Radiative correction 0.06~0.15 0.03~0.08

GEM efficiency negligible negligible
HyCal response negligible ~ 0.48 negligible ~ 0.24

Acceptance 0.03~0.04 0.01~0.02
Beam energy 0.008~0.24 0.004 ~ 0.12 
Inelastic ed negligible ~ 0.02 negligible ~ 0.01 

Efficiency of recoil detector 0.13 0.06
Bias from the fitter - -
Total Systematic 0.16~0.58 0.08~0.29

Statistical 0.02~0.29 0.01~0.14
Total uncertainty 0.16~0.65 0.08~0.33

Upgraded HyCal

Uncertainty with upgraded 
HyCal



Item Rd uncertainty (%)
Event Selection 0.110%

Radiative correction 0.045%
HyCal response 0.090%

Geometric acceptance 0.022%
Beam energy 0.008%

Item Rd uncertainty (%)
Total correlated 0.15%/0.10%
GEM efficiency 0.03%

Inelastic e-d 0.024%
Efficiency of recoil 

detector
0.15%

Statistical 0.05%
Total Rd uncertainty 0.22%/0.19%

PRad HyCal
Item Rd uncertainty (%)

Event Selection 0.070%
Radiative correction 0.045%

HyCal response 0.043%
Geometric acceptance 0.022%

Beam energy 0.008%

Upgrade HyCal

Uncertainty with upgraded 
HyCal
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SVT design and performance from CLAS12 data

thin SiO2 passivation layer 
(~0.1 micron)
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SVT design and performance from CLAS12 data

M.A. Antonioli et al., "The CLAS12 Silicon Vertex Tracker", Nucl. Inst. and Meth. A 962, 163701
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SVT design and performance from CLAS12 data

M.A. Antonioli et al., "The CLAS12 Silicon Vertex Tracker", Nucl. Inst. and Meth. A 962, 163701
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SVT design and performance from CLAS12 data

M.A. Antonioli et al., "The CLAS12 Silicon Vertex Tracker", Nucl. Inst. and Meth. A 962, 163701
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SVT design and performance from CLAS12 data

M.A. Antonioli et al., "The CLAS12 Silicon Vertex Tracker", Nucl. Inst. and Meth. A 962, 163701
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e-D radiative corrections

virtual-photon correction and the Bremsstrahlung correction in the soft-photon 
approximation.  
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 Estimation of systematic uncertainties

Abbott1 and Abbott2
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Outline

• Executive summary 
• Introduction & Motivation 
• Proposed Experiment 
            - Experimental method  (The PRad method) 
               - The equipment (PRad-II + recoil detector) 
               - Systematic uncertainties 
               - Beam request & projected results 
• Conclusion 


